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Reserve these books
New in October 2013
The Caged Graves by Dianne K. Salerni
Returning to her hometown of Catawissa, Pennsylvania, in 1867 to marry a man she has never met,
seventeen-year-old Verity Boone gets caught up in the a mystery surrounding the graves of her mother and aunt
and a dangerous hunt for Revolutionary-era gold.
Invasion by Walter Dean Myers
Josiah Wedgewood and Marcus Perry were friends in Virginia, but now that they are both involved in the Normandy
invasion, the differences in their positions is uncomfortable, for Josiah is a white infantryman and Marcus is a black
transport driver, the only role the segregated army will allow him.
The Boy on the Bridge by Natalie Standiford
It is 1982 and nineteen-year-old Laura Reid is spending a semester in Leningrad studying Russian, but when she
meets Alyosha she discovers the dissident Russia--a world of wild parties, underground books and music, love,
and constant danger.
The Extra by Kathryn Lasky
Is the chance to serve as an extra for Hitler's favorite filmmaker a chance at life -- or a detour on the path to
inevitable extermination? In this chilling but ultimately uplifting novel, Kathryn Lasky imagines the lives of the
Gypsies who worked as extras for the real Nazi filmmaker Leni Riefenstahl, giving readers a story of survival unlike
any other.
New in September 2013
Still Star-Crossed by Melinda Taub
"After the deaths of Romeo and Juliet, mysterious figures in Verona are determined to re-ignite the feud between
the Montagues and Capulets, so, for the sake of peace, the Prince orders Romeo's best friend Benvolio to marry
Juliet's cousin Rosaline"--Provided by publisher.

New in July 2013
Love Disguised by Lisa Klein
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After a mixed-up courtship with the Hathaway sisters ends badly, eighteen-year-old Will Shakespeare jumps at the
chance to go to London,w here he can pursue his dream of becoming an actor and where hi is about to meet the
girl who will change his life forever.
New in May 2013
In the Shadows of Blackbirds by Cat Winters
In San Diego in 1918, as deadly influenza and World War I take their toll, sixteen-year-old Mary Shelley Black
watches desperate mourners flock to séances and spirit photographers for comfort and, despite her scientific
leanings, must consider if ghosts are real when her first love, killed in battle, returns.
My Beautiful Hippie by Janet Nichols Lynch
Fifteen-year-old Joanne, raised in San Francisco's Haight District, becomes involved with Martin, a hippy, and
various aspects of the late 1960 cultural revolution despite her middle-class upbringing.
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